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Summary. Data on processes of electron scattering on ions and neutral atoms are required in
fundamental studies and in applied research in such fields as astro- and laser physics, low
density plasma simulations, kinetic modeling etc. Experimental and computational data on
elastic and inelastic electron scattering in a wide range of electron energies is available mostly
for the electron interaction with neutral atoms, but are very limited for the scattering on ions,
notably for elastic processes. In present work the calculational approaches for the crosssection computation of electron elastic and inelastic scattering on neutral atoms and ions are
considered. The atomic and ion properties obtained in quantum-statistical Hartree-Fock-Slater
model are used in the direct computation of electron elastic scattering and ionization crosssections by a partial waves method, semiclassical and distorted-wave approximations.
Calculated cross-sections for elastic scattering on nitrogen and oxygen atoms and ions, and
electron ionisation cross-sections are compared with the available experimental data and
widely used approximations and propose consistent results. Considering applicability of
Hartree-Fock-Slater model in wide scope of temperatures and densities, such approach to the
cross-section calculation can be used in a broad range of energies and ion charges.
1. INTRODUCTION
Data on the cross sections of electron scattering by atoms and ions are of considerable
interest, both in the field of fundamental science for an in-depth study of interaction
processes, and in the applications, and are necessary in many areas of research, such as
modeling low-temperature plasma, astrophysics, laser physics, atmospheric effects etc. An
example is the interaction of electromagnetic radiation with gas-plasma formations. Plasma
layers arise, for example, around of space capsule due to the heating and following ionization
of the air [1]. The presence of the plasma affects the propagation of electromagnetic waves.
The electromagnetic field impacts the energy of free electrons in the plasma and can change
its parameters. The studies of such processes by means of mathematical modeling within the
framework of kinetic models require consideration of collisions of electrons not only with
neutral molecules of air gases, but also with the nitrogen and oxygen ions etc.
Further to natural phenomena, the processes of collisions of electrons with matter act an
essential or major role in plasma technologies, such as, for example, microelectronics [2],
radiation sources [3] and biomedicine [4]. Atomic physics, plasma physics and optics are the
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domains directly related to electron-atomic and electron-ion collisions contribute significantly
to a fundamental understanding of the nature. Despite the long-term study of the effects of
electron scattering by atoms and ions, and the results obtained in the physics of atomic
collisions, this area still requires theoretical and experimental studies; there is a significant
lack of data on collision cross sections for their subsequent use in modeling and calculations.
In particular, there are no systematized data on the cross sections for elastic scattering
electrons by atomic ions and the differential ionization cross-sections of ions as well. All of
these are required in Monte Carlo simulations for spectroscopic experiments to calculate
correction factors and improve diagnostic methods. Also, detailed data on the cross sections
of impact processes are needed when the particle transport modeling.
Experimental research methods in the field of interaction of electrons with atoms and ions
have shown a significant improvement over the past decades due to the development of
detectors and a decrease in delays in electronic components, which made it possible to expand
the range of energies and angles of detection of interacting particles [5][6]. However, despite
the progress made, the experimental data are still very limited, as well as the range of
interaction parameters, and can mainly serve only for testing and calibration of theoretical
models.
In parallel, the theoretical models and methods for calculating electron scattering cross
sections have also been developed with an increase in the computational capability of modern
computer systems. Over the past ten years, it has become possible to carry out individual
calculations using rather complex second-order methods of perturbation theory, such as the
close-coupling approximation [7] and R-matrix method [8] with various variations (including
the R-matrix method with pseudo-state approximation and spline-representation of basic
functions [9][10]). These methods involve solving a system of equations for selected bound
states, and the convergence in solving such system of equations sharply decreases with an
increase in the number of states. Thus, a reasonable limitation on the number of scattering
channels arises and it is necessary to select the states to be considered, which requires an
individual and careful approach when changing the ion charge, element, energy, etc. An
incorrect or insufficient choice of such states leads to the loss of the most advantages from the
use of complex methods, as well as to various artificial effects, for example, to pseudoresonances observed in the results of calculations [10][11]. Despite the difficulties, the abovementioned methods find their application in separate calculations of the resonance structure of
cross sections and differential cross sections in the region of low energies of incident
electrons (on the order of several electron-volts for atoms and first ions). Along with the
quantum defect model, these methods have alterable success in accordance with the
experimental results [12].
Various approximations and empirical formulas for calculating cross sections for
collisional processes can be found in the open access [7][13]. However, such formulas have a
limited scope of applicability, there are also significant differences in the results between
them, and there are often sensible deviations from the experimental data. A known and
available method for calculating cross sections is the Born approximation and its variations
[14][15]. The conditions for its applicability arise when the energy of the scattered particle
exceeds the potential energy of the external bound electrons by a factor of tens. In
combination with the use of the screened potential of the ionic core, the Born approximation
sometimes can give satisfactory agreement with experimental data even at low energies [16].
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To describe the states of the plasma of multiply charged ions and the rates of atomic
processes in a wide range of temperatures and densities, and to obtain reliable results, one
should use sufficiently perfect quantum-statistical models of matter, for example, such as the
Hartree-Fock-Slater (HFS) self-consistent model [17][18]. The HFS model uses the selfconsistent Hartree field and the local exchange approximation, which refines the Slater
exchange potential. As a result of solving the Schrödinger equation with the obtained selfconsistent potential, the energy structure of an atom or ion can be found, and the
corresponding wave functions calculated.
In this work, a technique is considered and proposed for calculating the cross sections for
both elastic and inelastic scattering of electrons by atoms and ions. The described approach is
based on the method of partial waves for the elastic and distorted wave approximation for the
inelastic scattering, and the semiclassical approximation [7][19][20] using the self-consistent
Hartree-Fock-Slater (HFS) potential [21], is characterized by a wide range of applicability and
a moderate computational load. It allows one to obtain differential and integral cross-sections,
as well as transport cross-sections with an accuracy, sufficient for use in calculating diffusion
coefficients, thermal conductivity, etc., and modeling of the transport phenomena. Еhe
ionization is the most complex process in calculational aspect, and the computation of the
other inelastic processes can be analogically done basing on the same approach [22].
2. ELASTIC ELECTRON SCATTERING ON ATOMS AND IONS
In the expansion of the quantum theory of scattering into partial waves, the differential
cross section for elastic scattering of a particle with a wavenumber k on the central potential
field can be expressed in terms of the scattering amplitude A( ) in the solid angle d and
the phase shift  l [19][20]
d  A( ) d 
2

1 
A( )   (2l  1) Pl (cos  ) eil sin  l .
k l 0
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After integration over the angle, the integral cross section of elastic scattering  can be
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Numerous physical applications of collision theory (in particular, the particle transport in
plasma), the transport cross section should be used instead of the integral cross-section [23]:
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Phase shifts can be calculated by solving the Schrödinger equation. The exact solution of
the scattering problem is possible only in certain types of potentials, in particular, for a
Coulomb field, and in a more general case, the perturbation theory (Born approximation) or
the WKB method (semiclassical approximation) have to be applied [19][24].
The Born approximation is applicable for a small phase shift relative to the phase of the
wave function of free motion, i.e., at a low potential of the scattering field, or in the case of
fast particles, so that

U 

2
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p

2


,
ma a a m

k

where a is the radius of action of the field U(r), m, ε, p, υ are the reduced mass, energy,
momentum and velocity of the incident particle, respectively.
In the semiclassical case, the wave functions are characterized by a large value of their
phase
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The passage to the limit to the semiclassical approximation in the scattering theory
corresponds to large phase shifts with respect to the phase of the wave function of free motion
at r  
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Here rl and rl ' are the turning points of the particle with the moment corresponding to the
(l  1 / 2)
, in the presence and absence of a potential field, respectively.
impact parameter  
k
In the case of a multicharged ion, the field turns into a self-consistent field of the electrons
V(r) in the field of the uncompensated charge Z i of the ion at distances of the order of the size
of the orbits of bound electrons, which transforms with increasing r into a slowly decaying
purely Coulomb field:


Zi e2
V
(
r
)

, r  rmax

r
U (r)  
2
 Zi e ,
r  rmax
 r

.

(5)

Due to the long-range action of the resulting ion potential, the main contribution to the
elastic scattering cross section is made by the partial cross section at large moments l, where
the semiclassical approximation is applicable. However, the direct application of formula (4)
in (1) and (2) is associated with difficulties due to the divergence of the integrals.
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Zi e2
for all r, the direct solution of the
r
Schrödinger equation leads to the Rutherford formula for the differential cross section for
elastic electron scattering [25]
For a purely Coulomb potential U ( r )  

2

 Z e2 
d
d   i 
.
4
 2  4sin ( / 2)

(6)

Differential cross section (6) grows significantly with a decrease of the scattering angle,
which is a result of the long-range field of the ion. For an ion potential like (5), the influence
of the potential of the electrons should become negligible in comparison with the Coulomb
potential of the ion at sufficiently small scattering angles and for the impact parameters of the
incident electron more than rmax . The differential cross section for such a potential should
transform into Rutherford's formula (6) with a decrease in the scattering angle as well.
Therefore, it is proposed to calculate the differential cross section for the ion potential (5) in
two stages:
1. The differential cross section d i is calculated in the partial waves approach (1) in the
semiclassical approximation framework using the formula for the phase shift (4) at
r  rmax as a function of rmax ;
2. The obtained cross section is joined with Rutherford's formula (6) at the scattering angle
Z i e 2 cos(C / 2)
, which
C <<1, corresponding to the impact parameter  C  rmax 
2 sin(C / 2)
follows from the equation
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From the "joining", the values rmax and C are found in an implicit form. Thus, this
approach should provide a correct approximation of the differential cross section for elastic
scattering of electrons by multicharged ions.
The resulting differential cross section in the interval and its continuation according to
Rutherford's formula (7) in the interval allow calculating the total transport cross section
 Z e2 
 t   (1  cos  )d 16  i 
 2 


d  sin( / 2) 
 d  3

16

0 sin( / 2)
  d i  sin ( / 2)d sin( / 2)  . (8)
c

2 c

The first integral in (8) diverges logarithmically at the lower integration limit, which is
associated, as is known, with the long-range action of Coulomb forces, which leads to a high
probability of scattering at small angles. However, in fact, in quasi-neutral plasma, the particle
charge is screened by other charged particles at the Debye radius rD . Therefore, electrons
incident on an ion with an impact distance exceeding the Debye radius do not experience the
action of its field. Taking this fact into account, we rewrite the first integral in (8), passing
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from the scattering angle to the impact parameter according to the relation
Z i e2 cos( / 2)
:
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The second integral in (8) is finite and does not diverge at the lower limit. Due to the
smallness of C  1 , its limit can be extended to zero. As a result, for this addition to the
transport section, we can apply the expression (3):

 it   (1  cos  )d i 

4
k2



 (2l  1) sin 
l 0

l

2l  2


sin  l  2l  1 sin( l 1 )  cos( l   l 1 )  , (10)

where the phase shifts are calculated, for example, in the WKB approximation according to
formula (4) with a limit on the radius of action of the potential (5) r  rmax .
Finally, the total transport section can be expressed as following
2

 Z e2   r 
 t   (1  cos  )d 16  i  ln  D    it .
 2   C 

(11)

The expressions given above do not require numerical integration of differential cross
sections, which significantly speeds up the calculation time, and can be directly used to
calculate the cross sections. At modern workstations, the time for calculation a value of the
cross section for a given particle energy ranges from a fraction of a second to several seconds,
depending on the electron energy (the number of terms in the sum in (10) increases with
increasing energy).
3. INELASTIC ELECTRON SCATTERING ON ATOMS AND IONS - IONIZATION
Inelastic impact processes of electrons with atoms and ions do not have an exact analytical
solution for multielectron systems, being one of the problems in the theory of many bodies.
To calculate the cross sections of these processes using quantum mechanical models, the
perturbation theory is used as a rule. The interaction of an incident electron with electrons
bound in an ion can be considered as a small perturbation. This interaction is small compared
to the interaction of the incident or bound electrons with the potential field of the ion.
In perturbation theory, the cross sections of electron-ion collisional processes calculated
through the matrix elements. In the computations, such matrix elements are calculated by
various methods using the wave functions of bound and free electrons through the oscillator
strengths and Slater integrals.
In the first order of perturbation theory, the distorted waves approximation and its variation
are the most universal and most general method for calculating the cross sections of electron –
ion impact processes in plasma [7][24]. In the approximation the wave function of the
incident electron is not a plane wave, but it is considered that the ion field affects the motion
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of a free electron. The wave function of an electron is a solution of the Schrödinger equation
in the field of an ion, considering the interaction according to the Hartree-Fock-Slater model
[17]. As a rule, the one-electron approximation in a central symmetric potential field is used.
After averaging over the moments in the LS-coupling approach, the expression for the
differential cross section of ionization by electron impact with the transition of an ion from
state γ0 to state γ (with the transition of a bound electron nl into a continuous spectrum with
energy ε* and moment λ*) is represented as [21][24]

d  0 =  d  (n ,  * * )  d (n ,  * * )  .

(12)



Here d  (n ,  * * ) and d (n ,  * * ) are differential parts of the cross-sections, including
direct and interferential, and exchange components respectively:
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where k is the momentum of an incident electron; λ and λ’ are quantum momenta of incident
electron before and after the interaction.
The direct and exchange radial integrals are expressed as follows through 3-jm and 6-j
Wigner coefficients and Slater integrals:
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wave functions of bound and free electrons before and after impact
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Radial components of electron wave functions Rx ( r ) are the solutions of the Schrödinger
equation with self-consistent Hartree-Fock-Slater potential V ( r ) :

1
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To calculate the effective cross section for ionization of an atom or an ion, the sum of the
differential cross sections for each momentum should be integrated over the energies of the
ionized electron

 
0

   i  2 d 
 0
d 
 

d

0

(17)

where  i is the ionization energy of corresponding bound electron.
To calculate the impact ionization cross sections, it is required to know the following
characteristics of an atom: wave functions of electrons, energy levels, and level populations.
The interaction between electrons in an ion is considered in the self-consistent field model.
The self-consistent field model is that for an approximate description of the system, wave
functions can be introduced for each particle. In this case, the interaction with other particles
is approximately considered by introducing a field averaged over the motion of the remaining
particles of the system using their one-particle wave functions. One-particle wave functions
must be consistent in the sense that, on the one hand, they are a solution to the Schrödinger
equation for one particle moving in the mean field created by other particles, and on the other,
these same one-particle wave functions determine the mean field potential in which particles
are moving. In general, the distorted wave approximation within the described procedure
allows one to reach the sufficient for correct particle transport modelling cross-section values.
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The approaches proposed in previous paragraphs for calculation of elastic scattering and
ionization processes by an electron impact were used to compute the corresponding cross
sections for neutral and singly ionized nitrogen and oxygen atoms. The self-consistent
Hartree-Fock-Slater potential was used as the atomic potential for calculating the phase shift
in (2) and (11) and in the solution of Schrödinger equation for the radial wavefunction of
electron and energies of bound electrons.
4.1 Elastic scattering
Data on the elastic scattering of electrons by neutral atoms of various elements are
presented in the literature and data banks such as ENDF [26] and NIST [27] and can be served
to compare and validate the computational results. In Figure 1 and Figure 2 the results of a
comparison are presented of the calculated integral and transport cross-sections with the
results from open access for scattering by nitrogen and oxygen atoms, respectively. It can be
seen that with an increase in the energy of a scattered electron, the integral and transport cross
sections diverge – this is explained by the fact that the differential scattering cross section
sharply decreases with an increase in the particle energy and scattering angle. At low
energies, a significant fraction is scattering at angles greater than π/2, then, starting from
several tens of electron-volts, this contribution is no longer so noticeable, and scattering
occurs mainly in a narrow range of angles.
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Figure 1: The calculated integral and transport cross sections for electron elastic scattering by a
nitrogen atom as a function of the incident electron energy in comparison with the integral cross
sections from the ENDF / B-VII database and the NIST data on the transport cross sections

Figure 2: The calculated integral and transport cross sections for electron elastic scattering by an
oxygen atom as a function of the incident electron energy in comparison with the integral cross
sections from the ENDF / B-VII database and the NIST data on the transport cross sections
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Figure 3: Transport cross section for elastic scattering by a neutral and singly ionized nitrogen

Figure 4: Transport cross section for elastic scattering by a neutral and singly ionized oxygen

In contrast to scattering by neutral atoms, the data on scattering by positively charged ions
available for use are very poor and, as a rule, are reduced to experimentally obtained
differential cross sections for some elements and low energies of the scattered electron, as
well as a limited range of scattering angles. The theoretical results, often obtained as a result
of the use of close-coupling methods and R-matrix approximations, are presented mainly in
comparison with the experimental data mentioned. In the literature, it was not possible to find
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systematized data on integral or transport cross sections for nitrogen and oxygen ions suitable
for comparison with the results of calculations by the partial wave approximation proposed.
The calculated transport cross sections for nitrogen and oxygen ions compared to the ones
for atoms, respectively, shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4 demonstrate that the presence of a
long-range potential significantly affects the range of electron scattering angles in a much
wider energy range compared to the electron elastic scattering by a neutral atom. Scattering
mainly occurs at a small angle, which leads to a multiple difference in the values of the
transport cross sections even in the low-energy region. This fully corresponds to the
theoretical concept described in the previous sections.
4.2 Ionization
Within the scope of the transport modeling in a weakly ionized air, the differential cross
sections and total cross sections of ionization for neutral atoms and single ions of nitrogen and
oxygen were calculated in the approximation of distorted waves with wave functions
computed in the Hartree-Fock-Slater potential. The obtained results are compared with the
data on the differential and total cross sections for ionization of atoms by electron impact
from the ENDF / B-VII.1 library and with the results of calculations using the binaryencounter approximation [28] and the semiclassical impulse approximation [29][30]. For the
cross sections of ionization of N1+ and O1+ ions, the results of calculations are compared also
with the recommended experimental data [31][32][33]. However, it should be remarked that
the most of experimental data are of low accuracy, and the discrepancies in values between
different experimental sets can reach 50%. Also, many of the data presented are based on the
approximation and extrapolation of experimental values to the high-energy region using
classical approximations and empirical models.
As an example of calculation results of calculating the ionization cross-sections of
electrons from inner 1s and outer 2p subshells of oxygen atom are shown in Figure 5 - Figure
8. It can be seen that, considering the reference ENDF data, the distorted wave approximation,
as a rule, describes the behavior of the cross sections better than other approximations. This is
especially appreciable in the regions of electron energies that are less than several ionization
energies in magnitude. In the absence of interference and exchange accounting, the cross
sections obtained in the classical binary encounter approximation are being overestimated
(Figure 7). Also, significant deviations from the reference data are observed for the cross
sections calculated in the semiclassical momentum approximation (Figure 5, Figure 6 and
Figure 8). The above remarks are also valid when calculating the cross sections for ionization
of other elements.
In Figure 9 and Figure 10 one can see a comparison of the calculation results with the
recommended and approximated experimental data for the total ionization cross sections of
nitrogen and oxygen ions N1+ and O1+ respectively. The declared error of the experimental
data and their approximation is ± 10%. The cross sections resulted from the distorted wave
approximation are in good agreement with the experimental data. It should be noted that a
comparison of the ionization cross sections with experimental data requires careful analysis,
since a significant contribution to the cross sections can be made by additional effects, such as
the excitation of inner shells and subsequent autoionization.
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Figure 5: The differential ionization cross section of 1s subshell in an oxygen atom for 3.9 keV energy
of impact electron, calculated by the distorted wave approximation, in comparison with the ENDF/BVII.1 data and the results of computations by the semiclassical impulse approximation and in the
classical binary encounter approximation

Figure 6: The differential ionization cross section of 1s subshell in an oxygen atom for 81 keV energy
of impact electron, calculated by the distorted wave approximation, in comparison with the ENDF/BVII.1 data and the results of computations by the semiclassical impulse approximation and in the
classical binary encounter approximation
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Figure 7: The ionization cross section of 1s subshell in an oxygen atom, calculated by the distorted
wave approximation, in comparison with the ENDF/B-VII.1 data and the results of computations by
the semiclassical impulse approximation and in the classical binary encounter approximation

Figure 8: The differential ionization cross section of 2p subshell in an oxygen atom for 3.1 keV energy
of impact electron, calculated by the distorted wave approximation, in comparison with the ENDF/BVII.1 data and the results of computations by the semiclassical impulse approximation and in the
classical binary encounter approximation
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Figure. 9: The direct ionization cross section of a nitrogen ion N1+, calculated by the distorted wave
approximation (red line), in comparison with the recommended experimental data [31][33] (black line)
and the results of computations by the semiclassical impulse approximation (blue line) and in the
classical binary encounter approximation (green line)

Figure 10: The direct ionization cross section of an oxygen ion O1+, calculated by the distorted wave
approximation, in comparison with the recommended experimental data [32][33] and the results of
computations by the semiclassical impulse approximation and in the classical binary encounter
approximation
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5. CONCLUSIONS
A calculational approach for the cross-section computation of electron elastic scattering on neutral
atoms and ions was discussed. The method is based on partial waves and semiclassical approximation
with the use of self-consistent Hartree-Fock-Slater potential. The method is applicable in a wide range
of electron energies, has a relatively low computational complexity, and allows the calculation of
differential and total cross-section of elastic electron scattering, and the transport cross-sections
needed as well. Decent accuracy of the approach permits to use the calculated data in diffusion, heat
transfer etc computations and in the transport phenomenon modelling.
Calculated differential and total ionization cross-sections were compared to classical binaryencounter approximation, semiclassical impulse approximation and available experimental data.
Results of calculations point to the computational approach proposed gives consistent results. It should
be noted that in the collisional interaction of electrons with ions, the potential field of the latter can no
longer be screened by the field of bound external electrons, and the effects of the potential on the
incident particle are much stronger and cannot be omitted. Therefore, the use of the distorted wave
approximation together with the Hartree-Fock-Slater quantum-statistical model is necessary for the
correct calculation of the electron-ion interaction cross sections.
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